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Introduction
The June 2013 paper again proved generally accessible to candidates across the ability 
range. Candidates are now used to the limitation of time on this paper and there has 
continued to be a smaller number of non-completed scripts. It is also pleasing to note that 
more of the answers were completed in the space provided within the answer booklet and 
there were also more candidates who were both concise and succinct as well as having a 
clear focus on the question set. 

As in previous series Question 2 (‘Coasts’) and Question 4 (‘Rebranding’) were by far the 
most popular questions and Question 3 (‘Unequal Spaces’) the least popular. 

Performance was mixed but there are now very few candidates committing rubric offences, 
eg two questions from Question 1 + Question 2, or using the wrong resource to answer a 
question. Again, there were some outstanding results at the top-end and centres and their 
candidates are to be congratulated. 

It is still pleasing to note that one area of continued improvement is the quality of responses 
associated with the 15 mark fieldwork and research questions. The majority of centres/
candidates seem to be gaining a better understanding of the demands of this part of the 
exam. It was evident that many schools are using past papers, mark schemes and other 
assessment-focused resources to help prepare candidates. Many centres are using the 
specification as a way of signposting their way through the fieldwork, being more careful to 
match what they do with what should be done. Many candidates are also recognising more 
fully the role of ‘research’, with some candidates explaining how it is a necessary pre-cursor 
(eg to ‘profile’ an area) before embarking on the actual fieldwork itself. However, there 
was some evidence in this series of candidates writing what appeared to be pre-rehearsed 
responses, which in many instances were not specifically answering the question set – 
particularly in 'Unequal Spaces' when many candidates simply ignored the word ‘pattern’.  
Candidates must be able to respond clearly and carefully to the fieldwork and research 
question set, and not drift off at a tangent which is only of limited relevance (just because 
they had been out there and done that piece of fieldwork). 

The fieldwork and research questions are an opportunity for candidates to showcase 
appropriate fieldwork and research that they have carried out or discussed. It is pleasing 
to see the range of techniques attempted and the sources consulted in this work. Many 
candidates have an absolute armoury of fieldwork options and research resources at their 
disposal. As in previous series, the very best responses were able to describe accurately 
the group or individual fieldwork they had done linked to real locations. Weaker candidates 
became lost in case study information not focusing on the sources from which this data had 
come. Lists of fieldwork techniques can only gain a limited amount of marks and it is the 
use of these techniques in an investigation that the questions often require. Unfortunately 
some candidates again seemed to be caught-out by questions which asked them about 
post-fieldwork, ie results and conclusions. Remember that questions may not always focus 
solely on the planning and execution of fieldwork and research, but could also be focused 
on: 

(i) a description of the methods used to present and analyse the data; 

(ii) a description of the results and conclusions; and, 

(iii) how the methods of fieldwork and research were evaluated.

As stated in previous reports, the part (a) questions are always about responding to the 
resources which have been provided. Rehearsing how to respond to photographs, data 
and maps is really an important skill to encourage prior to taking the exam (eg by using 
these resources as starters at the beginning of lessons), allowing candidates to deal with 
patterns, trends and anomalies. It is also very important that candidates establish whether 
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the task is one of description or explanation, or both (eg a 'comment on' type question). It 
is certainly not a place to deliver detailed or wide-ranging case studies. Some candidates 
were restricted to Level 1 marks in the part (a) of some questions, such as Question 4(a), 
as they completely disregarded the resource and simply explained how an urban area they 
had studied had rebranded itself. 

The final group of exam questions are those in which candidates are encouraged to use a 
range of examples or case study information to support their responses. These often yield 
the weakest responses as they are written with only limited depth of knowledge and / or 
range of detail. Choosing the most appropriate case study or examples is very important 
and can in itself lead to success or failure. There are sometimes options in terms of MDC 
or LDC, rural or urban, economic, social and environmental. These questions often ask for 
examples which can mean types, schemes or named places. Often key words occur in these 
questions like (in this case) sustainable and players. Such technical terms are important and 
almost always will come directly from the specification.
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Question 1 (a)
Candidates needed to focus on how the technologies shown could reduce the impacts 
of floods and storms, not simply how they worked. Many candidates wrote well on the 
hurricane app but missed the key fact that the flood risk map was part of a GIS. This was a 
question that the majority of the candidates answered successfully.

This response was awarded 9 marks.
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In this example the candidate gave a 
detailed description that considered 
how both of the technologies shown 
could reduce the impacts of floods 
and storms. This answer was awarded 
Level 3 marks.

Examiner Comments

Using the key words of the question 
frequently lifts the answer within 
the level – notice how this candidate 
clearly links their ideas to the key 
word 'impacts'.

Examiner Tip
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Question 1 (b)
Although a good discriminator, this type of question was prepared for well by many centres. 
Many candidates were able to discuss a good range of case studies and explain how the 
strategy reduced the impacts of drought. Strategies in New South Wales, Somalia and SE 
UK were often described and then linked to the reduction of impacts. Weaker answers either 
settled for a basic un-located description of a strategy or focused on drought impacts rather 
than drought management. Centres could improve candidates' performance by encouraging 
them to develop a glossary of key words from the specification as well as located case 
studies where these key words are highlighted.

This response was awarded 10 marks.
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This was a detailed explanation with good 
exemplification providing depth and detail. 
There were clear references to managing 
the impacts.
Level 3 marks were awarded.

Examiner Comments

Using named examples (Perth) and data 
(17%) are examples of good practice 
and are characteristic of what examiners 
are looking for to award Level 3 marks.

Examiner Tip
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Question 1 (c)
Most candidates managed to discuss both research where there was good use of EA and 
NRFA data and fieldwork where there was use made of land-use surveys, flood zones and 
GPS readings. Some candidates also discussed measurement of bankful discharge. The 
best answers were place specific and included detailed results and conclusions from places 
such as Shrewsbury, Guildford, York and Keswick. The very best answers were focused 
on flood risk rather than on flood impacts. The responses to these styles of questions are 
steadily improving but centres must beware of over-scripting possible responses and instead 
encourage their candidates to tailor the methods and sources investigated to the specific 
question asked.

This response gained 13 marks.
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This answer gives a detailed description 
of both the results and conclusions of a 
range of fieldwork and research techniques 
that focus on both flooding and risk. It was 
awarded Level 4 marks.

Examiner Comments

The answer was strong on a sense of 
place but could have been improved by 
clearly stating the conclusions of both 
the fieldwork and the results at the end 
of the response.

Examiner Tip
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Question 2 (a)
The series of three photographs proved a popular stimulus resource. The first two 
photographs were analysed with greater success than the third with many candidates failing 
to understand the likely frustrations of young people in a resort undergoing development. 
Centres are encouraged to reproduce such resources using their own fieldwork location 
and undertake similar exercises in photo-interpretation which would also strengthen Unit 1 
examination technique.

This is a Level 3 response which scored 9 marks.
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Conflicts between groups are 
clearly identified and links are made 
with development (‘new seafront 
apartments’).

Examiner Comments

The candidate has responded well 
to the key word in the question 
- 'groups'. Study the question 
carefully to ensure that in future 
other key words such as this are 
identified and included in your 
answer.

Examiner Tip
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Question 2 (b)
Many candidates only had a vague idea of the strategies involved in sustainable coastal 
management and simply explained the four different policies of coastal management. This 
is one of the key terms in the specification and centres are encouraged to develop their 
case studies to encompass the strategies detailed in the mark scheme. This is of course 
not an exhaustive list but it was unfortunate that many candidates simply wrote all they 
knew about a case study (such as Holderness) and hoped that the examiner would pick out 
the sustainable strategies within the case study. Sustainability is a key term that should be 
clearly explained and exemplified.

This Level 3 answer scored 10 marks.
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The candidate has shown a detailed 
explanation of sustainable strategies, 
they use good terminology and gave 
good exemplification providing depth.

Examiner Comments

Notice how in the second sentence 
there is not only good use of technical 
language (ICZM) but a clear link to the 
question (to improve sustainability).

Examiner Tip
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Question 2 (c)
There was good evidence of fieldwork and research in many responses with some excellent 
work on pollution/litter and impacts on coastal ecosystems. Also, there were some very 
good answers examining beach quality, sand-dunes and reefs. There were a few exotic 
studies well away from the UK, including Spain, Dubai, and India. Regrettably a small 
minority of candidates wrote a scripted response that failed to address the key requirement 
of detailing the results and conclusions of their fieldwork and research. Centres are 
reminded that they should examine all aspects of fieldwork process - planning, fieldwork, 
presentation and evaluation.

This Level 3 response was awarded 12 marks.
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This is a description of results and 
conclusions of fieldwork and research 
into the pressures of human activities.

Examiner Comments

To access the highest mark band, the candidate could 
have suggested the web sites URL where they had 
obtained their research as well as outlining the sampling 
procedure that had produced their fieldwork results.

Examiner Tip
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Question 3 (a)
Some candidates found this resource challenging. A significant minority were insecure in 
their understanding of the concept of the spiral of decline/negative multiplier effect and how 
this might affect socio-economic and environmental change. In addition, some candidates 
resorted to simply lifting from the resource instead of linking the resource, via their case 
studies to change. Centres are encouraged to incorporate the more common models of 
deprivation and marginalisation into their teaching of this unit.

This response scored 8 marks.
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The response gives detailed comments 
which were linked to the resource, outlining 
how the processes shown lead to socio-
economic and environmental change. Good 
use has been made of examples of urban 
areas. This is a Level 3 answer.

Examiner Comments

Notice how the candidate has used 
technical language in the first 
paragraph and clearly linked the 
resource to their study location.

Examiner Tip
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Question 3 (b)
The question was clearly aimed at how the pattern of spatial inequality might be 
investigated not just how spatial inequality could be investigated. Centres that followed 
the directive of the specification ie to explore the pattern of spatial inequality in ONE rural 
and ONE urban area found that their candidates achieved higher marks than those centres 
which just examined deprivation in one village or one locality of an urban area. Centres are 
reminded that patterns can exist within a village, within a rural area or between villages 
in a rural area and these aspects should be explored when carrying out the fieldwork and 
research.

This Level 3 answer scored 9 marks.
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This answer gave a description 
of fieldwork and some research 
approaches linked to the pattern of 
inequality with some detail.

Examiner Comments

The candidate could have accessed 
the highest mark band by highlighting 
the patterns that had emerged in their 
study area.

Examiner Tip
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Question 3 (c)
Although many candidates had a good knowledge of the players involved in reducing rural 
inequalities few could accurately identify the roles of the players. Again, candidates are 
reminded to read the question carefully and answer the question set, not write rehearsed 
answers to previous questions (such as the sustainable management of rural areas that 
has been set before). There were again some very weak and very short responses included 
here; candidates need to be reminded that completion of all parts of the paper is vital 
if they want to obtain a reasonable outcome. Candidates should also be reminded that 
questions can focus on one area (rural only or urban only) as opposed to either rural or 
urban as they frequently do. This is important as there were a significant number who wrote 
about urban areas when asked specifically about rural areas.
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This is a detailed explanation of the 
roles of a range of players in helping 
to reduce inequality. It is a Level 3 
answer which scored 8 marks.

Examiner Comments

The candidate could have 
gained higher marks by better 
exemplification as previously 
mentioned (Question 1(b)).

Examiner Tip
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Question 4 (a)
This question proved popular with the majority of candidates and many were able to 
comment correctly on how the three strategies could be used to re-image urban areas. 
A small minority ignored the resource and simply wrote about their own case study 
material and so the candidates' responses became self-penalising. As with Question 2(a), 
centres are encouraged to take a similar course of action and produce photographs of their 
own case studies as an initial stimulus for teaching rebranding.

This Level 3 answer scored 8 marks.
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The candidate makes detailed comments 
on how a range of strategies from Figure 
4 could contribute to re-imaging an urban 
area. The candidate has also commented 
on the fact that some are better than 
others.

Examiner Comments

The candidate could have accessed a higher 
mark within the band by using examples 
more effectively throughout the response 
instead of just at the end of the response.

Examiner Tip
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Question 4 (b)
There were sound accounts of fieldwork in areas of Birmingham, Sheffield, Manchester and 
‘Olympic’ London. As with the other fieldwork and research questions a significant number 
of candidates ignored the word ‘need’ for rebranding and wrote scripted accounts of the 
evidence of rebranding or the success of rebranding of an area.

There was good use of terminology in this Level 4 answer which scored 15 marks.
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This answer gives a detailed description of 
a balanced range of fieldwork and research 
techniques with clear links to the need for 
rebranding in a named area. 

Examiner Comments

The candidate has clearly responded to the key 
word in the question - in this case 'needed'. 
Candidates should look carefully at past paper 
questions and highlight the key words to fully 
prepare themselves for their examination.

Examiner Tip
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Question 4 (c)
This question was well answered by many candidates using a wide range of examples, 
often Cornwall or Ludlow were used as case studies. A range of players were given and the 
best candidates showed a real appreciation of how different players have different roles to 
play at different stages of the rebranding process. This appears to have been an ‘expected’ 
question and approaches such as ‘bottom up’ and ‘top down’ were used well.

This Level 3 answer scored 10 marks.
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This shows a detailed explanation 
of the roles of a range of players in 
helping to rebrand rural areas.

Examiner Comments

Notice how the candidate clearly 
explains why different players are 
needed at different stages of the 
rebranding process.

Examiner Tip
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Paper Summary
Centres are reminded to make full use of the Unit 2 presentations and example work that 
are available on the Edexcel website and Edexcel Communities to help improve candidates' 
knowledge.

Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:

• read the questions very carefully and answer the question set not one you were hoping 
for

• take particular care if a question asks for a rural or urban area; only give examples that 
relate to the area requested

• practise photo interpretation

• revise thoroughly the concept of sustainability so you clearly understand this key term

• examine and revise carefully all aspects of fieldwork processes.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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